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Executive Summary
Hybrid Clouds that Just Work
Platform9 was founded in 2013 with the goal of making hybrid cloud easy. We deliver a SaaS-managed hybrid cloud solution that turns existing 
infrastructure into a cloud, instantly. This helps enterprises drive digital transformation by enabling them to manage VMs, containers, and serverless 
functions on ANY infrastructure, on-premises, in public clouds, or at the edge - with a self-service, simple, and unified experience.

 » The Industry’s Only SaaS-Managed Offering: Simplify management 
with a financially-backed SLA with seamless management, monitoring, 
bug fixes, and patches delivered consistently, as-a-service.

 » OpenSource Innovation and Economics: Leverage pure open source 
innovation with industry standard cloud frameworks - Kubernetes, 
OpenStack, and Fission Serverless.

 » Unified Cloud Experience: Simple, centralized view of assets 
across public, private, and hybrid clouds to locate over and  
underutilized assets while consistently applying internal and  
external compliance initiatives.

 » Leverage Existing IT Assets: Transform your existing infrastructure  
into a cloud, increasing utilization of assets to maximize ROI.

Our Approach to Hybrid Cloud

Platform9’s Market Presence Is Expanding Rapidly

Platform9 is managing over 300 cloud regions and is trusted by some of the world’s leading enterprises.

Universal Control Plane For Open Source Frameworks

Hybrid Cloud Container Orchestration Serverless Framework

Bare Metal

Public Cloud Private Cloud

Single Management Plane

Deploy, Manage and Maintain Bare Metal Servers, Virtual Machines, Containers and Serverless

Run Any App (Legacy, Stateful/Stateless, Microservices) and Functions
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Platform9’s Value Proposition

With Platform9’s SaaS-Managed Hybrid Cloud Platform, enterprises can improve the efficiency of infrastructure management and accelerate 
application delivery to reduce costs in hybrid environments. IT administrators and developers alike can focus on projects and activities that 
deliver a competitive advantage, and leave patches, upgrades, management, monitoring, bug fixes, and environment configuration to be 
handled by Platform9’s service.

Awards

Deliver 
production-ready 

apps fast 
with Fission

Simplify 
mgmt across 

public, private, 
& hybrid clouds

Eliminate lock-in with 
open APIs

Financially-based, 
24X7X365 SLA

Leverage 
agility of open 

source software

Unify cloud 
infrastructure 

with application 
management

Unified mangement 
for bare metal, 

VMs, containers, 
and serverless

Rapid deployment, 
less than one day

Run applications 
anywhere with 

Kubernetes 
portability

Simple on boarding 
of new hardware

Accelerate 
project time lines 
with self-service 

provisioning

Lower OPEX with 
mgmt, monitoring, 

patches, and 
more delivered  

by a service

Accelerate ROI 
Reduce IT costs

Establish a DevOps environment for a competitive advantage 
Containerize workloads; Migrate to VMs; 

Accelerate app development

Focus IT on activities to move the business forward 
Seamless deployment and view of assets scalability across clouds

Platform9-Enabled Key Business Outcomes

HOW? 
Serverless 

developer experience

82% faster code to 
production and 

horizontal scaling

Developer productivity

HOW? 
Unified hybrid cloud  
w/ OpenStack & K8s

Consolidating 11 
data-centers into hybrid 

data-center + AWS

Datacenter 
consolidation / hybrid 

cloud migration

HOW? 
Cloud automation 

w/ OpenStack

Data-center utilization 
from 19.3% to >70%, 

consolidated

Datacenter 
utilization

HOW? 
Rapid launch of new 

product line using K8s

30% faster time 
to market w/ use 

of Kubernetes

Cloud native 
application delivery

HOW? 
Replace VMware ELA 

w/ OpenStack

86% cost savings 
for ELA vs open-source: 
KVM, OVS, OpenStack

VMware / cloud 
cost reduction

“Platform9’s solution allowed us to create a shared service platform 
across 12 new regions, which increased engineering productivity and 
enhanced hardware utilization.” - Cadence

“Fission allows our company to benefit from the speed, cost savings 
and scalability of a cloud-native development pattern on any 
environment we choose, whether it be the public cloud or on-prem.” 
- Snapfish

Testimonials


